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Summary

Converted waves are used to improve the illumina�
tion of steep sub�salt structures in this study� For�
ward modeling using an elastic �nite di�erence algo�
rith demonstrated that both PSP and PSS converted
wave paths can panetrate salt�body fairly e�ciently
for steep�dip events when pure P�wave path is blocked
by post�critical re�ections� Synthetic elastic wave seis�
mograms for the �D SEG�EAEG salt model are mi�
grated with a generalized screen migration algorithm
using the PSS converted wave path� All the steep sub�
salt faults are clearly imaged�

Introduction

Converted waves have been demonstrated to be
promising for imaging beneath high�velocity struc�
tures� such as in the cases of sub�basalt and sub�salt
imaging� Converted waves can be used to image lo�
cal conversion points �C�wave imaging for common�
conversion points	 �Thomsen� 
��� Kendall et al��

��� O�Brien et al�� 
���	� or to improve the illumi�
nation and receiving coverages using conversion paths
�Purnell�
��� Li et al�� 
��� Jones and Gaiser� 
���	�
In this work we will concentrate on the application of
converted waves for the improvement of illumination
coverage for subsalt imaging�
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Figure �� Energy transmission coe�cients for PP and PS
waves on sediment�salt interface

It is known that converted S waves can penetrate
high�velocity salt structures with much less defocus�
ing� and avoid the deadly critical�post�critical re�ec�
tions of P waves which totally mask the P wave illumi�
nation for steep structures beneath the salt� Because
of the closeness of S velocity of salt and the P velocity
of sub�salt medium� P�S conversion is quite e�cient at
the salt boundary� Figure 
 shows the energy trans�
mission coe�cients of P wave �solid line	 and P�S con�
verted wave �the C�wave	 �dotted line	� respectively�
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Figure �� Schematic illustration of di�erent wave paths for
sub�salt structure illumination
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Figure �� Energy transmission e�eciency for di�erent wave
paths� The transmission coe�cients are normalized to the in�
cident P wave energy

for a sediment�salt interface �sediment� Vp � ���km�s�
Vs � 
��km�s� � � ��� salt� Vp � ����km�s�
Vs � ����km�s� � � ��
	� At small incident an�
gles� P transmission is favorable� However� beyond
the critical angle �here is ��o	� no P energy is trans�
mitted� while C�waves still carry substantial energy�
The peak energy transmission coe�cient is about ����
corresponding to a peak displacement larger than half
of the incident P displacement� We see also that C�
waves still carry enough energy even for large angle
incidence up to ��o� This is important for sub�salt
imaging of steep structures� To see the illumination
coverage and the transmission e�ciency of di�erent
wave paths� we carry out some theoretical transmis�
sion calculations as illustrated schematically in Figure
�� Assuming the P to P normal re�ection is the most
energetic one for sub�salt faults� the illumination ef�
�ciency as a function of dip angles can be calculated
through the angle dependence of P wave incidence for
the three layer model� The high�velocy salt layer is in
the middle� The energy ratios of transmitted�incident
waves for di�erent conversion paths are plotted in Fig�
ure �� On the left of Figure � is the case where the
wavepath inside the salt is of P�wave on the right�
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S�wave inside salt� We see that although the received
signals for small�angle incidence �nearly horizontal re�
�ections� are dominanted by P waves �PPP�� beyond
the critical angle �of P wave� the converted waves still
carry substantial energy to the surface� The peak sig�
nals of PSP and PSS are at di�erent incident angles�
but they are in the same level� In this work we will
mainly interested in PSP and PSS which have a C�
wave path inside the salt� Since we consider only the
normal re�ections from the sub�salt faults� the corre�
sponding prestack migration wave paths will be either
PSPPSP or PSPPSS�
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Figure �� snapshots when exploding re�ectors are located at
sub�salt fault B

Forward modeling for illumination of subsalt

re�ectors

First� forward modeling is done with exploding re�ec�
tors located at di�erent sub�salt faults� The algorithm
is a �D elastic �nite di�erence code for full elastic wave
modeling� These simulations with exploding re�ectors
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Figure �� P�wave �a� and S�wave �b� seismograms when
exploding re�ectors are located at sub�salt fault B

on the faults are similar to the case of zero o�set ex�
periments� The re�ections for the sub�salt faults corre�
spond to the case of plane�wave normal incidence and
normal P�P refection� From these modeling we can
see the propagation and conversion of P waves and
SV waves� and the waves which could �nally reach the
surface� Secondly� the seismograms we obtained in the
forward modeling are used later for the imaging tests�

The �rst example is for sub�salt fault B �second
sub�salt fault from the left� which has a dip angle of
about 	
o� From the snapshots in Figure 	� we can
see clearly a strong SV wave is formed at the bottom
of the salt body� The converted S wave can penetrate
the salt body and reach the surface as either P wave
�converted again at the salt top� or as S wave �trans�
mitted through the salt top�� On the other hand� only
weak P waves from the tip of the fault can propa�
gate through the salt body� The salt C�waves �nally
reache the surface with remarkable strength �see seis�
mograms in Figure 
�� In the elastic �nite di�erence
algorithm� we have options to output either P wave
only or S wave only� which are shown in Figure 
a and

b� respectively� For S waves� we plot the magnitude of
the vector �eld and treat the S�wave as a quasi�scalar
wave�

Putting exploding re�ectors at all the three steep
sub�salt faults� the propagation and conversion of
waves can be seen from the snapshots in Figure ��
The corresponding P and S seismograms are shown in
Figure �a and �b� respectively�

From both the snapshots and seismograms� we see
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Figure �� snapshots when exploding re�ectors are located at
all three steep sub�salt faults A�B and C

strong S waves converted at the salt bottom and
reached the surface of the model� However� since the
slopes of the faults and the traveling paths of the
P waves are di�erent� the strengths of the P waves
recorded on the surface are di�erent for the three
faults� P waves from the right two faults �B and C�
are almost all re�ected back at the lower boundary of
the salt dome� However� part of the P wave from the
left�most fault �A� went through the salt dome due to
the short oblique edge of the salt bottom�

Acoustic migration with converted wave paths

From the P wave and S wave seismograms recorded
on the surface �land survey or OBS survey�� we can
migrate the data using di�erent converted wave paths
to improve the imaging for sub�salt structures� espe�
cially for steep sub�salt structures� The acoustic mi�
gration algorithms can be still used with di�erent ve�
locity models for di�erent C�paths� The problem is the
relative strength of the C�wave events� From Figure ��
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Figure �� P�wave �a� and S�wave �b� seismograms when
exploding re�ectors are located at all three steep faults A�B
anc C

we see that converted arrivals �PSP or PSS� are weak
events compared with the P wave arrival �PPP� from
the �at �nearly horizontal� re�ectors� The transmis�
sion e�ciency of the C�paths �PSP or PSS� is about
	�
��� i�e� one fth to one sixth of the P�path e��
ciency� This is about the amplitude ratio of recorded
C�path events �PSPPSP or PSPPSS� to the P�path
event �PPPPPP� considering the relation between en�
ergy ratio and amplitude ratio� and the two�way trans�
mission losses� Therefore� if we use the P�data for C�
path migration �path PSPPSP�� the migration noises
from the �at sub�salt structures could obscure the im�
ages of the steep faults migrated from the PSPPSP
paths� Hanssen and Li ��			� noticed the weakness
of the C�wave events and pointed out the di�culty in
utilizing these events for sub�basalt imaging� On the
other hand� S�data can be separated from the P�data�
S�data have also much less signals from the �at sub�
salt faults because of the unfavorable conversion con�
dition at the salt bottom� In view of this� the S�data
will have advantage for steep sub�salt imaging using
C�paths� In the following we will show the example of
sub�salt imaging for the SEG�EAGE model�

To simplify the demonstration� we test the subsalt
imaging by poststack migration using synthetic data
of the SEG�EAGE salt model� generated by exploding
re�ector modeling with our elastic nite di�erence al�
gorithm� Because of the substantial di�erence between
the strengths of conventional P�path imaging and the
C�path imaging� we implement the P�path imaging us�
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Figure �� migrated images obtained by hybrid pseudo�screen
method using di�erent converted wave paths� a�� image with
P�path using the P�wave data� b�� image with C�path using
the S�wave data� c� summation of the above two images after
normalization�

ing the P�data and the C�path imaging using S�data
separately� In this way� the weak steep sub�salt images
will not be buried into the noise of distorted images of
�at sub�salt structures�
Figure �a is the migrated image using the hybrid

pseudo�screen propagator algorithm �Jin et al�� �����
����� with the conventional P�velocity model� The
wave paths in this imaging are all P�wave paths� We
see that the near horizontal sub�salt structures are well
imaged because of the favorable P�wave illumination
condition� In contrast� most of the steep faults are
missing� These steep faults are nearly 	
o and are in
the shadow zone of P�path illumination� Figure �b is
the migrated image with the C�path �PSS�� The ve�
locity below the salt is set as P velocity� while the
velocity above the lower boundary of the salt body
is replaced with S velocity� There is some ambigu�
ity in setting the velocity in the upper�right corner
outside the salt boundary� We take the natural exten�

sion of the salt bottom to the right as the border line
for the separation of P and S velocities� We see that
the steep sub�salt faults are well imaged� though some
noises and artifacts are generated by the edge e�ects
of the salt body� Figure �c is summation of the P�path
image and C�path image after proper normalization�
By separating the P�wave data and S�wave data� and
imaging using P�path and C�path separately� all the
sub�salt structures� including the steep sub�salt faults
can be clearly identied�

Conclusions

Forward modeling domonstrated that both PSP and
PSS converted wave paths �C�path� can penetrate salt
body fairly e�ciently and therefore provide illumina�
tion for steep sub�salt structures when pure P�wave
illumination is blocked by post�critical re�ection� Nu�
merical tests with separate depth migrations for P�
path and C�path for SEG�EAEG salt model showed
promising results for sub�salt imaging using converted
wave paths�
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